Around 1570, Yanga led a band of slaves in escaping to
the highlands near Veracruz Mexico (Northwest
Amexem). They built a small maroon settlement, or
palenque. It’s isolation helped protect it for more than 30
years.
The Spainiards never had a conclusive or definitive victory of these
Moors with the intelligence of El Yanga leading on. El Yanga and the rest
of the Moors, eventually won their freedom / Autonomy.
In 1871, five decades after Mexican independence, Yanga was designated as a "national hero of Mexico" and El Primer Libertador de las

Americas. This was based largely on an account by historian Vicente
Riva Palacio.
Much of the subsequent writing about Yanga was influenced by the
works of Riva Palacio. He characterized the Maroons of San Lorenzo
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Cu Ix, Ku Ix, Kaltuun Hix — "Bound-Stone Jaguar"
Also: Tuun K’ab’ (Hix Cu Ix, Ku Ix, K’altuun Hix was a Maya
king of the Kaan Kingdom and reigned from the year 520 to
546. He has only been known from foreign references.
●

We have been lied to in regards to true American (Amexem) History and World History. The Olmec (Old Mexico)
stone heads were found spread over Mexico across to the Yucatan Penninsula. There is no surprise that those who say
they are educated, inclusive of some who refer to themselves as scholarly, are not able to recognize the half that has not
been told. They are taught with only a portion of the truth, with truth and falsehood STRANGELY mixed, leaning more
towards falsehood the longer they stay in institutions dedicated to same, of which, we trust has now come to pass.
Although they may consider themselves educated, they are ‘fools’ right on walking off the cliff without knowing. Not
wanting it to be obvious, they jump through hoops to defend their so-called education. No wonder there are all kinds of
versions and diversions keeping the family from uniting, as they have but only a small piece of truth. However, we
march forth to bring forth the "Uniting of Asia". Asia (Asa) meaning lower realm, is the 'name' of the entire planet and
North, South, Central and the adjoining Islands is 'Asia Major' - not Asia Minor. The aboriginal and indigenous people
across the entire planet are the first navigators - Moors, who moored over the land and the sea. Where the water meets
the land is called the 'moors, moorlands, wetlands, also marshlands even unto today. F.Y.I.: Those who most think are
Asians today, are actually amalgamated / Mongoloids. If one were to do research of ancestors of the lands now called
China, Japan, Ireland, or of anywhere on the planet, they would find them to be dark melanated and of various copper
tones, including the so-called Eskimos (escaped Moors) of Alaska (Al aqsa ) the far west.
— R.V. Bey
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